Composition conventions are guidelines used by human composers in composing chess problems. They are particularly significant in composition tournaments. Examples include, not having any 'check' in the first move of the solution and not 'dressing up' the board with unnecessary pieces. Conventions are often associated or even directly conflated with the overall aesthetics or beauty of a composition. Using an existing experimentally-validated computational aesthetics model for three-move mate problems, we analyzed sets of computer-generated compositions adhering to at least 2, 3 and 4 comparable conventions to test if simply conforming to more conventions had a positive effect on their aesthetics, as is generally believed by human composers. We found slight but statistically significant evidence that it does, but only to a point. We also analyzed human judge scores of 145 three-move mate problems composed by humans to see if they had any positive correlation with the computational aesthetic scores of those problems. We found that they did not. These seemingly conflicting findings suggest two main things. First, the right amount of adherence to composition conventions in a composition has a positive effect on its perceived aesthetics. Second, human judges either do not look at the same conventions related to aesthetics in the model used or emphasize others that have less to do with beauty as perceived by the majority of players, even though they may mistakenly consider their judgements 'beautiful' in the traditional, non-esoteric sense. Human judges may also be relying significantly on personal tastes as we found no correlation between their individual scores either.
Introduction
A chess problem or composition is a type of puzzle typically created by a human composer using a chess set. It presents potential solvers with a stipulation, e.g. White to play and mate in 3 moves, and is usually composed with aesthetics or beauty in mind. Compositions often adhere to many 'composition conventions' as well. Examples include: possess a solution that is difficult rather than easy; contain no unnecessary moves to illustrate a theme; have White move first and mate Black; have a starting position that absolutely must be possible to achieve in a real game, however improbable. A more comprehensive list and supporting references are provided in section 3.3.1 of [1] . Composition tournaments or 'tourneys' are at present held all over the world and attract competitors from diverse backgrounds [2] .
These conventions exist and are adhered to because they are generally thought to improve the quality or beauty of a composition [1] . They are also useful as a kind of standard so that "like is compared with like" [3] . In section 3.2 of [1] , a case is made for how not all conventions are prerequisites for beauty. Even so, many composers and players tend to conflate conventions with aesthetics, i.e. a 'good' compositionone that adheres to conventions -is a more beautiful one. Award-winning compositions are therefore among the most beautiful. In this article, we put this belief to the test as it tends to lead to confusion in the world of composition and how the public understands what they produce.
A review of relevant material relating to computational aesthetics in chess can be found in chapter 2 of [1] . Notably, section 2.4 of [1] explains how modern computer chess problem composition techniques starting in the late 1980s have managed to produce compositions at varying degrees of efficiency and 'quality'. However, the issue of aesthetics and how conventions actually relate to aesthetics is not explored in detail and left largely to the purview of human experts. Included also are comparable works related to Tsume-Shogi, the Japanese equivalent to chess problems. The same chapter illustrates the many problems associated with deriving an aesthetics model from the somewhat vague methods employed by human chess problem judges alone. Our methodology for this research is presented in section 2. In section 3 we explain the experimental setups and results. Section 4 presents a discussion of these results. We conclude the article in section 5 with a summary of the main points and some ideas for future work.
Methodology
In this research, we used an experimentally-validated computational aesthetics model [4] to evaluate the beauty of three-move mate problems. It has been shown to be able to evaluate and rank aesthetics or beauty in a way that correlates positively and well with domain-competent human assessment, i.e. not necessarily 'experts' but also people with sufficient knowledge of the domain to appreciate beauty in it. The model uses formalizations of well-known aesthetic principles and themes in chess in combination with a stochastic approach, i.e. the inclusion of some randomness. All the necessary information regarding its logic, workings and validation can be obtained by the interested reader in [4] .
A computer program called CHESTHETICA, which incorporates the model, was used to automatically compose three-move mate problems [5] and evaluate their aesthetics. This was necessary in the first experiment (see section 3.1) -in which we tested the idea that adherence to more conventions leads to increased beautybecause human compositions tend to contain more variations (alternative lines of play) and variety of conventions than was feasible to calculate manually for each composition. Computer-generated compositions tend to feature just one forced line and fewer, more easily identifiable conventions. The problems used in this research are therefore not of the 'enumerative' kind [6] . The composing module of the program is entirely separate from the aesthetics-evaluating one. Ideally, the latter should be usable to aid the former; however, doing so has proven to be exceedingly challenging. A useful analogy may be how the ability to rank beautiful pieces of art does not easily translate into the ability to create beautiful pieces of art.
The aesthetics model incorporated into CHESTHETICA assesses primarily 'visual appeal' (see Appendix A of [4] for examples) which is what the majority of chess players and composers with sufficient (not necessarily expert) domain knowledge understand by 'beauty' in the game. Essentially, this includes, for example, tactical maneuvers like sacrifices or combinations that achieve a clear objective such as mate. 'Depth' appeal, on the other hand, relates more toward strategic or long-term maneuvers -perhaps involving many alternative lines of play -amounting to a rather esoteric understanding of the game, furthermore specifically in relation to a particular class of chess composition, e.g. three-movers, endgame studies.
In the second experiment (see section 3.2), human judge scores for humancomposed problems were compared against the computer's aesthetic scores to see if there was any good, positive correlation. The underlying idea is that, aside from the slippery concept of 'originality', since human judges tend to emphasize adherence to conventions [1, 3] and consider their judgements pertaining largely to 'beauty' in the sense understood by most players and composers, we would expect that there exists such a correlation with the computer's assessments. Except, of course, in unusual circumstances where there is sufficient compensation in some other aspect of the composition that the judge finds attractive. Together, these two experiments shed some light on the role conventions play in terms of 'beauty' with regard to chess problems and whether human judges are, in fact, scoring beauty as perceived by most players or something else no less relevant to their established art form [7, 8, 9, 10 ].
Experimental Setups and Results

Conventions and Aesthetics
For the first experiment, we had CHESTHETICA automatically compose as many three-move mate problems as possible in the time available to us using both 'random' and 'experience' approaches. The 'experience' approach was based on a database of human compositions. In short, pieces are placed at random on the board or based on the probability where they are most likely to be in a chess problem. They are then tested using a chess engine to see if a forced mate exists; see [5] for a more detailed explanation. The 'experience' approach tends to be slightly more effective at composing than the random one and the two are tested here also as an extension of previous work (ibid).
For the first set of composing 'attempts', a filter of two composition conventions was applied so that the resulting compositions would 1) not be 'cooked', and 2) have no duals in their solution. A chess problem is said to be cooked when there is a second 'key move' (i.e. first move) not intended by the composer. A solution to a composition is said to contain a 'dual' when White has more than one valid continuation after the key move. For the second set, a filter of three composition conventions was applied so that the resulting compositions would have 1) no 'check' in the key move, 2) no captures in the key move, and 3) no key move that restricted the enemy king's movement. For the third set, a filter of four composition conventions was applied; namely the two conventions from the first set and the first two from the second set.
These conventions were selected because they could be determined with relative certainty and were easier to implement programmatically than others. Based on the literature surveyed (see section 3.3.1 of [1] ) there is no particular aesthetic distinction between them or even a strict hierarchy of importance. It is important to note that since thousands of generated compositions needed to be tested for validity, manual determination of conventions was simply not feasible and doing so would have been prone to much human error. Also, the fact that, for example, two conventions were confirmed in the first set and three in the second does not exclude the possibility that more conventions -even those other than CHESTHETICA could detect -were not present, however unlikely. What can be said with some confidence is that the first set contained at least two conventions, the second set contained at least three, and the third at least four.
For the first two sets, there was a total of 120,000 composing attempts run in batches of 1,000 attempts, i.e. where the computer tries to generate a composition that meets all the defined criteria of success. This took approximately 70 days using two standard desktop computers running 24 hours a day. For the third set, several different computers were run simultaneously over a period of approximately 5 months in order to produce the valid compositions. As the number of conventions increases, the efficiency reduces. The composing approach consumes a lot of time primarily because there are far more 'misses' than 'hits' when a chess engine is used to determine if the particular configuration of pieces produced leads to a forced mate.
The computer program used, CHESTHETICA, is also not optimized for this particular composing task. It was designed primarily to evaluate the aesthetics of a move sequence. It is not simply a matter of having more CPU cycles at one's disposal because the approach to automatic composition incorporates many different modules (e.g. random number generation, 'intelligent' piece selection, probability computation, error-correction mechanisms, looping, mate solver) that can take time to produce something, not unlike with human composers. An analogy might be existing chess-playing engines. Simply having more processing power does not necessarily make for a better engine. The quality of the heuristics and other technologies used are also highly relevant. Table 1 shows the results. Set 3 has no composing attempts and efficiencies listed that can be compared with the other two sets because the attempts were handled differently due to time constraints. Based on past experiments, the efficiencies for the random and experience approaches for set 3 are similar, i.e. between 0.03 to 0.05%. Despite the slightly higher mean composing efficiencies using the 'experience' approach, they were not different to a statistically significant degree from the mean composing efficiencies of the random approach. As anticipated in [5] , using conventions as a filter significantly reduces the productivity of the automatic composer. Table 2 shows the results in terms of aesthetics. The increase of 0.067 in aesthetic value in using 3 conventions instead of 2 was minor but statistically significant; two sample t-test assuming unequal variances: t(1425) = -2.72, P<0.01. The decrease of 0.12 in aesthetic value in using 4 conventions instead of 3 was also minor but statistically significant; two sample t-test assuming equal variances: t(1340) = -4.77, P<0.01. Realistically, we would not usually consider small differences in aesthetic values relevant. However, given that computer-generated compositions were used and an increase of only one convention as a basis of discrimination, we are hesitant to dismiss the findings. On a side note -in relation to an extension of previous research [5] -there was a statistically significant increase in the quality of compositions generated using the 'experience' over 'random' approach for set 1 but not for set 3. For set 2, the decrease was not significant. 
Human Judge Ratings and Aesthetics
For the second experiment, we looked at the human judge ratings of 145 compositions by human composers. These three-movers were taken from the 'FIDE Album 2001-2003'. Unfortunately, we are unable to make these positions and their scores publicly available even though other researchers may obtain them by purchasing the album [11] . In that system, three judges score each composition on a scale of 0 to 4 and the scores are then summed. The higher the total, the better the composition is considered to be. Details pertaining to judging and selection are available at [12] . Notably, there is nothing explicitly related to aesthetics mentioned. Here is an excerpt.
"Using a scale of 0 to 4 including half-points, each judge will allocate points to the entries, in accordance with the guidelines shown in Annex 1. The whole scale should be used, but the very highest scores should not occur often. The normal score for a composition good enough for publication in a magazine but without any point of real interest is 1 or 1.5 points. A composition known by the judge to be totally anticipated will attract a score of 0. A composition believed to be unsound but not computertestable should be given a score nonetheless, since it may turn out to be sound after all. A judge who considers a composition to be incorrect should send his claim and analysis to the director together with his score." [12] "ANNEX 1: MEANING OF THE POINT-SCALE 4: Outstanding: must be in the Album 3.5 3: Very good: ought to be in the Album 2.5 2: Good: could be in the Album 1.5 1: Mediocre: ought not to be in the Album 0.5 0: Worthless or completely anticipated: must not be in the Album" [12] A chess composition is said to be 'anticipated' when its theme has already appeared in an earlier problem without the knowledge of the later composer. The board configuration therefore does not have to be exactly the same. The 145 problems from the album were also analyzed using CHESTHETICA three times on a scale of 0 to at most 5. There is actually no hard upper limit but no three-mover has ever been found to exceed 5. Due to its stochastic element, the computational aesthetics model may deliver a slightly different score the second or third time it is used to evaluate a composition. Ideally, an average score is used if a crisp value is desired. In this case, however, it was considered more suitable that three evaluations of a composition were totaled just like the three human judge scores. Incidentally, none of the 145 problems from the album had a score of '0' attributed by any judge so we did not have to compensate for the aesthetics model's inability to detect 'lack of originality' by filtering them out, for instance. CHESTHETICA itself is not available to the public but a version of the program that can evaluate and rank three-move problems and endgame studies in terms of aesthetics is available [13] , though this version cannot compose chess problems. Table 3 shows an example of how the human judge scores and computer scores were recorded. The actual scores themselves need not use the same scale because the Spearman or rank correlation was applied. For consistency, the computer's evaluations -in total and average -were always rounded to one decimal place to match the format of the human judge scores. Beyond that, the remaining dissimilar precision in both scales (0.1 vs. 0.5) were not arbitrarily adjusted for. We found no correlation (0.00533; twotailed, significance level of 1%) between the judge total scores for the 145 compositions and computer's total scores for them. We tested the mean judge scores against the mean of the computer's scores and still found no correlation (-0.00523; same). In other words, there was absolutely no aesthetic relationship between the human judge scores and the computer's scores. In fact, there was no significant (Pearson) correlation between the scores of judges 1 and 2 (r = 0.062), judges 2 and 3 (r = -0.036) and judges 1 and 3 (r = 0.115). This suggests that even between judges there is little agreement.
Discussion
In the first experiment which examined the significance of using more conventions to attain greater aesthetic quality (see section 3.1), we found a very small yet statistically significant increase in adhering to one more convention but only in the incremental step from 2 conventions to 3. The opposite effect was found in adhering to 4. Even though no standard distinction or hierarchy of significance is known in conventions, some are clearly more related to aesthetics than others. For instance, avoid castling moves because it cannot be proved legal has likely less to do with beauty than say, no 'check' in the key move. The five conventions used in the first experiment are probably of the type that is associated more with aesthetics and this is why the results were suggestive of their contribution to beauty. Human judges, on the other hand, do not usually standardize which conventions they should look for. Assuming they are as objective as humanly possible, they will evaluate or rate compositions by looking at both conventions that are associated with beauty and those that are less so. Not to mention factors that have little to do with anything other judges might consider relevant. Human judges also consider other intangible concepts such as 'originality' and cannot completely ignore their personal tastes. This might explain why, in the second experiment (see section 3.2), we found no correlation between the human judge scores and the computer's. The issue is when the scores or rankings given by these judges are said to be based on "beauty". Beauty, as perceived by the majority of chess players and composers, is unlikely what these judges are mainly evaluating. This is not to say that human judges have no right to use the word 'beauty' but this research would suggest that that sort of beauty is actually a combination of other things, including personal taste, that is less likely to be understood by the public.
Despite that, the evaluations of these judges are no less viable than they were before because it simply means that 'winning' compositions are not necessarily the most beautiful, as the term is commonly understood. There are special things about award-winning compositions that few others outside the domain of expert composition would fully understand, but 'beauty' or aesthetics as evaluated by the model plays only a small part in it. Figs. 1 and 2 show the highest-scoring and lowestscoring three-movers, respectively, from the collection of computer-generated compositions used in the first experiment and the collection of 145 compositions by human composers used in the second experiment. Only the main lines are shown. Readers with sufficient knowledge of chess should be able to form an opinion as to how much human judges are factoring in what we understand by 'beauty' in the game. Notably, beauty in the judge-rated problems appears to be more complicated and understood properly by relatively few (depth appeal) whereas beauty in the computer-generated compositions appears to be more easily perceived and understood by the majority of players and even composers (visual appeal). Readers with no understanding of the game might reach the same conclusion based simply on what they can see from the positions above.
As for the 'random' versus 'experience' approaches (see section 3.1), the results suggest that the latter is no worse, aesthetically, than the former but in compositions filtered using fewer conventions, it can be better. This is not inconsistent with previous findings [5] .
Conclusions
The results of this research suggest that adhering to more conventions, to a point, increases the perceived aesthetic value of a chess problem and that human judges are probably not factoring this sort of (visual) beauty into their rankings or assessments. These findings are important because adherence to more conventions is often confused with increased aesthetics, and because the term 'beauty' is often bandied about in the world of chess composition when it carries a somewhat different meaning outside that esoteric domain.
Aside from certain conventions, the assessment criteria for chess problems are vague and dependent largely on the judges themselves. It is not uncommon for human judges to also be in disagreement with each other about the merits of a composition. Even so, their assessments do result in what we call 'depth appeal' (see Appendix A of [4] for an example) which is sort of a deep appreciation of the theme and variations of play that relatively few with domain competence (e.g. a club player or casual composer) could understand properly. Such appreciation usually occurs after careful study of the problem and is not immediately obvious.
If the aim of experienced composers is greater publicity and accessibility to their art form [3] , then more emphasis on 'visual appeal' would be prudent in tourneys and published compositions. However, if this is considered unsuitable, then at least a clarification of what they are really looking at when evaluating chess problems would be wise as the term 'beauty' can be quite misleading, especially outside specialized composing circles. Figs. 1 and 2 above perhaps illustrate the contrast between what the majority of chess players and casual composers understand by 'beauty' and what judges of tourneys do.
Further work in this area may involve examining the use of even more conventions to see if the downtrend continues or improves beyond the use of just 3. Experimentation in this regard is likely to be more difficult because automatic chess problem composition will require an exponentially longer amount of time. Human judge evaluations of other types of compositions (e.g. endgame studies) can be examined as well to see if there is any correlation with aesthetics based on the model used.
